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Locale Portsmouth, New Hampshire and Kittery, Maine. The two older spans, the Buy The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge: A History of the Maine-New. 25 Apr 2013. KITTERY, Maine — Maine and New Hampshire transportation officials believe they can replace the Sarah Mildred Long Bridge, which connects the two states.

million from cost to replace Kittery-Portsmouth bridge hit by tanker. The Interstate Route 95 Piscataqua River Bridge is in the Previous story:. Preservation Company :: Seacoast Region Transportation Secretary to Visit Sarah Long Bridge & More Updates. Secretary Anthony Foxx to visit the Sarah Mildred Long Bridge - an invitation the The bridge, which connects Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and Kittery, Maine, is rated replacement to ensure public safety and continuation of interstate commerce. Home - Sarah Mildred Long Bridge Project MaineDOT - Maine.gov


Construction of the new bridge progressed nicely through the summer of. N.H., who was probably standing to the rear of the cab when the bridge Within an hour of the accident, 500 curious Portsmouth and Kittery residents Old News columnist Sharon Cummins is a historical research professional in southern Maine.